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BLOODWARS The Magazine for Graffiti Writers & Street Lovers. Brought to you by www.sfaustina.com



AUGUST 2003 ISSUE EIGHT



MAGAZINE



The Best Graffiti Books Issue



BLOODWARSMAGAZINE Forward Bloodwars is a Pdf Magazine. Print it out pass it along. Bloodwars intention is to expose the various forms and styles of Street Bombing and what ever else I find stimulating out in the world.



Contributors Page designs by



Photo contributors



7-22-23 Anthony Yankovic III www.junkdrawer.s5.com



12-13 Christian Mele www.190975.com



32 drils www.sixcentz.com



47 Gianluca www.squarepix.it



18-19 Craig Butterworth www.craigbutterworth.net



30 seak www.seakmac.com



29 Gary Kost www.two-zero.net



34-35 {THS} www.THS.nu



11 Boogie www.deadbydesign.com



51 Dylan Montgomery and Ben Niznik Filtered.nu



All other pages designed by SFAUSTINA™ design



17 Wood www.fotolog.net/wood_one All other photos by SFAUSTINA™ design/Nessa*



Submit If you would like to contribute to Bloodwars (don’t send files) first please send an email and I will get back to you. Submit photos of what you would like to see in Bloodwars: graffiti, stencil, sticker, or what jerks your head back for a second look. Social Commentary is welcomed. [email protected]



Host Sponsor Wanted. If you can help please email. Want an Ad inserted in Bloodswars contact [email protected] Sign up for the SFAUSTINA news letter it will provide you with Bloodwar release dates. www.sfaustina.com Text* Found graffiti newspaper articles. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy or scanned, without permission in writing from publisher.



This is a little piece of my world and me thank you for looking. sf*



Graffiti is IT H S L Art UL BNot Graffiti is not art; it is vandalism. It is prohibited when done without permission of the property owner. Furthermore, Municipal Code Section 54.0405 requires that property owners keep all walls, buildings, fences, signs and other structures and surfaces visible from the public right-of-way free of graffiti.



Fame and Culture The “fame”



To many taggers, graffiti is a culture and a way of life. Many taggers believe they are creating a form of artwork, which they call “aerosol art.” As tagger or crew is measured a tagger begins to build a reputation, he or she will chose a style and nickname. As taggers gain by the number of tags, by the size more experience, they will look for larger walls of the area the graffiti covers, or the degree of and locations that are more difficult to reach. It is difficult for habitual taggers to resist the urge to put challenge required to place the graffiti. Since up graffiti. When they are not doing more graffiti, fame and notoriety are what they seek, tag most taggers will talk about graffiti and carry sketchbooks to draw ideas. Many will keep ledgers crews are not usually territorial. They will display or records of their activities, including where they their work wherever they can find a clean wall or tagged and how long the graffiti stayed up before it was removed. Some will travel to other areas to “canvas.” They love to tag freeways or trains so that learn about graffiti techniques. They also study the work of other taggers, often from other areas their graffiti will be seen by a wider audience. Many around the world. Of course, the Internet has only taggers thrive on finding spots which have never facilitated been this process. Taggers are proud of their “art,” and will often photograph or videotape their hit by graffiti so they can claim the fame for breaking “work” as it is being drawn by the tagging crew. They will take their friends to see it. new ground. Taggers often feel an adrenaline rush of the individual



when they tag an unusual location, like a rooftop or overpass. The element of danger involved in tagging these areas only adds to the rush. Taggers will generally stay away from residential property, committing most acts of vandalism on business or public property.



Tell us a little about yourself? Well, I was born into a militant vet/hippie settlement up in northern California but the ATF set fire to the hills one summer to burn everyone out. I was evacuated and raised, from a very young age, in an underground bunker deep in Alaska. Most of my childhood/training took place there. A good deal of my education consisted of a variety of techniques learning to be aware of and resist the bombardment of disinformation that’s hurled at the populous. They were really adamant that I be able to resist the information barrage. They made sure that my identity was not documented anywhere so later in life I’d be



Do you have a motto or philosophy you live by, if so what is it?



Die t ry i n



g



.



What things scare you?



I don’t know so much about “scared” but I’d say a similar mental response would be “mistrust”. Maybe if you combined that two words you might get my feelings towards things like: Monsanto, Nike, Haleberten, McDonalds, ect, ect.



What makes you happy? The demise of the above. I know you are working your ass off for a show coming up, tell us what the theme is, and what it has been like for you producing so much work?



The current project is basically the accumulation of all the information I’ve been processing since my able to move unnoticed. “Ghost in the Machine”, reintroduction into society. Its a stream of consciousness applied to wood panels, probably around they called it. I was also taught a variety of graphic 40 or 50 panels when its complete. Take the seemingly random bombardment of information that is pushed into you mind, all the incalculable pieces, and reassemble them into a visual panorama of techniques in order to document the information that sorts. We are all handed pieces of the puzzle everyday, I’m hoping to put some of it together. When is forced fed anyone who participates in the social all is said and done I hope that some sort of clarity will show through. Ultimately, I want to expose the underside of the beast but that is a daunting task. I’m just shooting for clarity right now. The big structure, which is what I am working on now. It was fish will meet their makers soon enough. pretty covert. I remember I was allowed out only



As to the the question of volume...I have been approaching this whole project like I was out doing a when there was a surge of solar flares as it made wall. You get one chance to do it start to finish. On a wall or a train you go until its done because a man with a gun might come around the corner at any moment. At home you might work on the CIA and NSA radar sweeps relatively week and something at your leisure because there is no real pressure. Keeping the pressure on myself. we were able to jam it. Anyway, its a long story... As far as I am concerned the man with the gun is just around the corner.



Interview Questions for Unknown Soldier



RENTR www.youdie.com



Taggers Graffiti does not mean that gangs are in your neighborhood! The vast majority of graffiti in is written by “taggers.” A tagger writes his or her nickname (“tag”) so that it will be seen by his or her peers. Taggers vandalize all parts of the city, and are not necessarily tied to a specific neighborhood. Taggers are usually part of a group called a “crew.” Tags can be recognized by their particular style, which consists only of the tagger and/or crew name. Tag names are typically one short word, like “BUSTER,” and crew names are usually three or four initials, such as “RLP.” Taggers thrive on placing their tag names on as many and as dangerous places as possible. The objective of tagging is peer recognition: the tagger gains more notoriety the longer the tag is “up.” Quick removal of graffiti is important because it discourages more tagging.



In some parts of the country, taggers have started to mimic gangs by becoming increasingly violent. Besides stealing most of the materials they use to tag (it is illegal to sell spray paint to minors), many vandals have started to carry weapons to protect themselves from gangs or rival tagging crews. This alarming new phenomenon is called “tag-banging,”
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Links:



www.introducingmag.com www.beautifuldecay.com www.ekosystem.org www.art-aoa.com



OW N T OU



Clout graffiti The third issue of



magazine



www.cloutdistribution.com



woostercollective www.woostercollective.com



SFAUSTINA original artwork



The artwork on this page by SFAUSTINA is now up for auction on ebay. So if you would like to purchase this piece go to ebay and search under SFAUSTINA.



Bloodwars is having a Cover Contest.



What you need to do



What winner will receive



How Submit



Send an object you would like to see on the cover of Bloodwars. The object (s) i.e. original artwork, essay, poem, drawing, photo, magazine, doll, lid, can, envelope, hat… anything… will be used for issue number 10 due out in October. I will design the cover using the object. The objects not selected for the cover will be given credit and seen either through out the mag or on a spread. Credit will be given.



An interview in Bloodwars about the object and you, gift pack including: two mean streaks, odd little objects, stickers, one t shirt, piece of art work, buttons, a copy of a lovely little mag out of London called Dirty Soup, and other little surprises to play or display in your space.



Must submit your object by September 15th. Objects will not be returned. They most likely will end up in my artwork. Maximum size:



8”x 8”x”12



Send object to SFAUSTINA* design p.o box 26051 san jose, ca. 95159-6051 usa



THANK YOU FOR VIEWING BLOODWARS PUBLISHED BY SFAUSTINA FOR SFAUSTINA DESIGN. ALL IMAGES COPYRIGHT SF* 2003. ANY UNAUTHORIZED USE OF IMAGES IS ILLEAGL.
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